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In August, 2020 the Michael Reid Berlin team had the pleasure of meeting Peter Klein and viewing his collection in Eberdingen, BadenWürttemberg, Germany. Peter and his wife Alison have been collecting art since the 1980’s and alongside many international artists their collection
includes a significant number of works of contemporary Aboriginal Art. We are delighted to be sharing pieces from their collection in Berlin.
This exhibition, which opens Michael Reid Berlin’s 2021 program, serves to shed light on contemporary Aboriginal Art in the international realm.
And furthermore, the important role of the collector.
Included in this catalogue is an essay by Georges Petitjean (the curator of Fondation Opale, Switzerland and former head of the Aboriginal
Contemporary Art Museum, Utrecht), an insightful in-conversation piece and information on the exhibiting artists George Tjungurrayi, George
Ward Tjungarrayi, Joseph Jurra Tjapaltjarri and Yukultji Napangati.
We invite you to discover more about contemporary art from across Australia and its rightful place in the global art market.
Laura Thompson
Director, Michael Reid Berlin 2021

Aboriginal art at Michael Reid Berlin
Georges Petitjean
Aboriginal art has in recent years firmly set foot in the European art world. The inclusion of work by western desert artists Doreen Reid Nakamarra and
Warlimpirrnga Tjapaltjarri in dOCUMENTA (13) in 2012 and Emily Kame Kngwarreye in the central pavilion of the 2015 Venice Biennale are testimony to this.
However, this appreciation could not always be taken for granted and Aboriginal art was only gradually allowed into the realm of contemporary art in the
European sense. One only has to think of Gallery Gabriella Pizzi, one of the foremost Australian galleries for contemporary Aboriginal art at the time, being barred entry of the
Cologne Art Fair in 1994. Yet, one year earlier, in 1993, one of the most important exhibitions of Aboriginal art ever to be held on the European continent opened its doors at
the Sammlung Rheinland-Westphalen in Düsseldorf. Curated by Swiss artist and activist Bernhard Lüthi, Aratjara: art of the first Australians was devised as an exhibition
of contemporary art in first instance and toured a number of Europe’s capitals of high art - Düsseldorf, Copenhagen and London. It provided a comprehensive overview of
contemporary currents in Aboriginal art and was pivotal in introducing European audiences to Australian Indigenous art.
The idea of Aratjara had started with Magiciens de la Terre, held in 1989 at the Centre Pompidou, Paris. Lüthi had been in charge with the Indigenous
Australian artists for this almost legendary exhibition curated by Jean-Hubert Martin. John Mawurndjul, the acclaimed artist from Arnhem Land, received for the first time
international attention. A ground painting made in situ at the Grande Halle de la Villette by twelve artists from the central desert community of Yuendumu positioned in dialogue
with a work by Richard Long still is one of the most iconic installation views of this exhibition.
Often, the appreciation of Australian Indigenous art was brought about by European and North American artists, rather than curators, who perhaps had less
theoretical reservations towards the art. The American Sol LeWitt saw work by Emily Kame Kngwarreye at the Venice Biennale in 1997, when this
Aboriginal artist represented her country together with two other Indigenous Australian women (Yvonne Koolmatrie and Judy Watson). It prompted him to take a
closer look at the art of the first Australians. Many years later, LeWitt’s collection of Aboriginal art would provide the basis for another landmark exhibition of Aboriginal art
in Germany, namely Remembering Forward organised by the Ludwig Museum in Cologne. This exhibition assembled some of the foremost Indigenous Australian artists,
including Rover Thomas, Emily Kame Kngwarreye and Clifford Possum Tjapaltjarri.
Still in Germany, the Sprengel Museum in Hannover hosted no less than six exhibitions of Indigenous Australian art during the tenure of Ulrich Krempel as
Director. Krempel had previously worked on Aratjara. Amongst these exhibition was Rarrk, which was subsequently taken over from the Museum Tinguely in Basel (2005).
This exhibition was the first international retrospective of John Mawurndjul. Other exhibitions included Opening Doors, an exhibition on the art of Yuendumu produced by the
Dutch Museum of Contemporary Aboriginal Art (AAMU).
In 2001, as an initiative by a Dutch private collector, the AAMU opened its doors in the Dutch city of Utrecht. This museum approached Aboriginal art from the onset as
contemporary art, distinguishing it clearly from the many ethnographic institutions in Europe that hold Aboriginal art in their collections. While initial exhibitions were concerned on

familiarising and educating European audiences on the rich diversity and different directions in Aboriginal art, later exhibitions penetrated this relative
cultural isolation and consciously sought the dialogue or confrontation with non-Indigenous art. In its sixteen years of existence it not only presented the work of
individual artists in monographic exhibitions (Gordon Bennett, Brook Andrew, Paddy Bedford) to a European public, but also stimulated an intercultural artistic dialogue
between Aboriginal and global art. Thus creating a cross-cultural exchange in art, the work of Marcel Broodthaers featured alongside that of four desert artists, including
Kathleen Petyarre and Dorothy Napangardi, in one of its most cutting-edge exhibitions.
At the closure of AAMU in 2017, the entire collection became part of the National Museum of World Cultures in the Netherlands. With this transferal, the collection became
probably the most important collection of Indigenous Australian art in a national institution outside Australia.
One year later, in 2018, the Fondation Opale in Lens, Switzerland, took the relay as main permanent platform for contemporary Indigenous Australian art in Europe.
The Fondation Opale aims to provide an active and dynamic basis for the art through groundbreaking exhibitions, high quality catalogues and publications, artist-in-residence
positions and scholarly research. It actively pursues an intercultural dialogue through art and in doing so it endeavours to provide new perspectives from which to interpret
and reinterpret the participating artists’ work.
The five paintings on display at Michael Reid Berlin are all by artists associated with Papunya Tula Artists. It is in the small government settlement of Papunya that in 1971
the contemporary painting movement, known as the Western Desert Art movement, started.
Yukultji Napangati was one of a small party of Pintupi people that arrived out of the desert at Kiwirrkura in 1984. Yukultji had up to this point never encountered Europeans
before and had continued living a traditional lifestyle west of Lake Mackay (Wilkinkarra), a large salt lake that often features in her paintings. She took up painting with
acrylics in 1996. Wilkinkarra, and in particular the creation journeys of the Tingari ancestors in that area, is also a prime subject in the paintings of George Tjungurrayi.
His powerful depictions are particularly reminiscent to carvings in wooden shields; rather than painted, his lines seem sculpted in paint. Tjungurrayi, who led an existence
as a desert nomad in his early life, started painting in 1976. Since the mid-1990s his work gained wide recognition that culminated in his participation in the 2018 Sydney
Biennale. Joseph Jurra Tjapaltjarri, who was also born in the ‘bush’, started painting in 1986. He quickly rose to prominence and his work was included in 1989 in a group show
at John Weber Gallery in New York. Jurra’s paintings are recognisable through their mesmerising, austere compositions evoking the pathways of the Tingari ancestors and Yunala,
the rockhole site with soakage that they passed through to dig for sprawling and edible roots of the bush banana.
A characteristic, which is present in all paintings, is a particular optical effect that is sometimes referred to as shimmer. Central to these artists’s works is imagery evoking the
eternal life forces of the ancestral beings, known as the Dreaming, which infuse the land. As the Dreaming ancestors ‘sung’ the earth into creation, these paintings are foremost
visualisations of sung poems of creation. This is achieved by enlarging or repeating linear designs, resulting in dynamic and rhythmical images that suggest the deeper meaning of
the Dreaming.
Georges Petitjean
Curator, Fondation Opale

GEORGE TJUNGURRAYI (born c. 1947)
Untitled, 2005
acrylic on linen
137 x 122 cm
Courtesy of the artist, Sammlung Klein and Michael Reid Berlin
George Tjungarrayi was born in the Gibson Desert in Western Australia and was a young
man when the Papunya Tula movement was beginning. His ‘uncle’, Charlie Tarawa
Tjungarrayi, was one of the original senior men to paint school murals with Geoffrey
Bardon, which is considered the catalyst of the Papunya Tula art movement.
George’s works are often interpreted as reflections of the desert landscape, the lines
representing ripples in the sand cast by the wind. The concentric circles or squares
however are a central element of Pintupi paintings symbolising a place or locus. The
paintings depict stories of travel across Country.
In 1997 George had his first solo exhibition in Sydney and has since exhibited globally.
His work is held in many significant collections across the globe and in 2018 he
participated in the Biennale of Sydney.

GEORGE WARD TJUNGURRAYI (born c. 1945)
Untitled, 2004
acrylic on linen
153 x 183 cm
Courtesy of the artist, Sammlung Klein and Michael Reid Berlin
George Ward Tjungurrayi started painting at West Camp with the Papunya Tula
Artists in 1976 and for many years prior he observed and learnt from senior
Pintupi

masters

and

his

brothers Yala Yala

Gibbs Tjungurrayi

and Willy

Tjungurrayi, two of the most distinguished members of the Papunya movement.
Kaakuratintja (Lake Macdonald) is often the subject of his work and his designs and stories
were inherited through his brothers.
George has developed a distinct style, with loose lines of dots creating energetic networks
over the entire surface of the canvas, painting striking Tingari stories. In 2004 he won the
Wynne Prize at the Art Gallery of New South Wales.

JOSEPH JURRA TJAPALTJARRI (born c. 1952)
Untitled, 2009
acrylic on linen
153 x 122 cm
Courtesy of the artist, Sammlung Klein and Michael Reid Berlin
Joseph Jurra Tjapaltjarri was born in the Western Australian desert near Kiwirrkurra.
His family moved to Papunya in the early 1960’s and he started painting for Papunya
Tula Artists in 1986. For many years Joseph assisted Charlie Tarawa Tjungurrayi with his
paintings, an artist he credits as having taught him how to paint.
Joseph has exhibited extensively in Australia and internationally. In 1997 he assisted
Turkey Tolson Tjupurrula create a ground painting at the Establissement Public du Parc de
la Grande Halle de la Villette in Paris.
Joseph is a respected ceremonial and community leader of the Pintupi and held the
position of Chairman for the Papunya Tula Artists association for many years.

YUKULTJI NAPANGATI (born c. 1970)
Untitled, 2008
acrylic on linen
183 x 122 cm
Courtesy of the artist, Sammlung Klein and Michael Reid Berlin
Yukultji Napangati and her family group gained attention in 1984 when they left the
desert region near Wilkinkarra (Lake Mackay) and came in contact with white Australia
for the first time.
She started painting for Papunya Tula Artists in 1996 and was included in the 2005
edition of Primavera at the Museum of Contemporary Art leading to wider attention.
Yukultji has exhibited widely and was awarded the Wynne Prize, Art Gallery of New
South Wales in 2018 and the Alice Art Prize, Alice Springs in 2012.
The fine line work and subtle use of colour in her paintings create shimmering surfaces
which articulate her relationship to Country and her upbringing.

YUKULTJI NAPANGATI (born c. 1970)
Untitled, 2001
acrylic on linen
91 x 122 cm
Courtesy of the artist, Sammlung Klein and Michael Reid Berlin

Georges Petitjean in-conversation with Laura Thompson
Laura Thompson (LT): Georges Petitjean it is an absolute honour to speak with you about Australian Indigenous art being shown in Europe. We have previously been in touch
about exhibitions of Australian art at the Musée d’ethnographie de Genève and during your time at the Aboriginal Art Museum in Utrecht (AAMU). We meet again (virtually)
ahead of an exhibition of key works from Sammlung Klein that will be held at Michael Reid Berlin in January 2021.
Alongside your significant study and work in the field, and now as Curator of Fondation Opale in Switzerland, you have gathered a wealth of experience and knowledge in
exhibiting Australian Indigenous art in the international realm. As Eurocentric narratives and art histories have traditionally reigned supreme, I am interested to know if the
position of contemporary Australian Indigenous art has changed over recent years?
Georges Petitjean (GP): Thanks, Laura, for starting this conversation with this very important question. In the thirty years that I’ve been involved in contemporary
Indigenous Australian art, on the surface at least the position of the art has indeed drastically changed. It is a paradox that the contemporary art world, which professes to be
an arena for openness, was until very recently a bulwark of Eurocentric narratives. Aboriginal art was often considered folk art at the best. Many of the established art gallery
curators in the nineties wouldn’t touch it and the art was even banned from Art Cologne in 1994. Much had to do with an intellectual laziness towards an art that did’t fit the
European paradigm. Since the 2000s, however, Aboriginal art has been included in basically every major art event in the world and its admittance in preeminent art fairs,
including Art Basel, is no longer an issue. We witnessed Aboriginal art in Venice Biennale and at Documenta in Kassel, Germany which is probably one of the world’s most
important art events. This is very different from some decades ago. In addition, in the last few years we have seen an upsurge of interest in the United States, largely spurred by
high-end collectors, with amongst others a show at the Menil Collection in Houston and Gagosian organising three shows to date. This illustrates a long-due appreciation of the art.
LT: I was listening to a presentation you gave in 2017 where you explained that even to commence your PhD in Australia on Aboriginal Art in 1997 proved difficult. And
the university asked you to undertake your studies through the anthropology and sociology department. This also speaks volumes to the changes in the art scene within
Australia itself.
GP: This anecdote is indeed telling about how much changed in the perception of Indigenous Australian art in the last two decades. Around the year 2000 things started to
change dramatically. Of course there have been events including Aboriginal art as contemporary art before 2000 – for instance Rover Thomas and Emily Kame Kngwarreye
representing Australia at the Venice Biennale in 1990 and 1997 respectively or the Aratjara exhibition which I talk about in my essay - but it’s really only at the start of the
21st Century that things started to change with the consequent inclusion of Indigenous Australian art and non-Western art in general in mainstream art events.
LT: I want to ask you to speak about how those working in the arts – curators, institutions and artists – have done and can continue to shift the ways Indigenous art is consumed.
That is, to deflect it being pigeonholed and categorised, and instead enable it to be viewed as art in a global context.

GP: I think it’s very important to practice inclusive curating. Whilst I have curated many exhibitions of Indigenous Australian art in Europe, I believe it is necessary to involve an
Indigenous voice through working directly with Indigenous artists, curators and communities. At the same time it is essential to show the art on equal terms to any other art in the
world. After all, contemporary Aboriginal art it is not an art that came about in ‘splendid isolation’.
The fact that there have been major exhibitions of Indigenous Australian art in consecrated ‘temples’ of high art, for instance at the Ludwig Museum in Cologne or more
recently at the Menil Collection in Houston, points to a changing mentality and unprecedented recognition of Aboriginal art as Art. This is also reflected in the art market
with Gagosian having organised three exhibitions so far (in New York, Beverly Hills and Hong Kong). Who would have dared to conceive this back in 1994? These were
all very important exhibitions that contributed to the acceptance of the art in a broader global art narrative.
LT: And finally, I am interested to know about the role of the private collector. Particularly when it comes to Australian Indigenous art, the private collector has played a key
role in bringing this to European audiences. The AAMU was established by private collectors in Utrecht. You are now curator of the Fondation Opale also a private initiative. And
we are loaning works from leading Papunya Tula artists from the Peter and Alison Klein collection. How do collectors play a role in positioning Indigenous Australian art in
the global art market?
GP: I refer also to Steve Martin, the famous Hollywood actor, who as an avid collector of Aboriginal art, was pivotal for the Gagosian exhibitions. Curators and art professionals
were not that quick in taking up Aboriginal art. It was in first instance artists and collectors that sparked an interest and also opened the paths for many institutions to show the
art. One only has to think of Sol LeWitt who saw the work of Emily Kame Kngwarreye at the Venice Biennale in 1997. His subsequent collection of Indigenous Australian art lay
at the basis of the Remembering Forward exhibition at the Ludwig Museum.
Just as artists are at the cutting edge of things, so are sometimes collectors before the art is actually being taken up by the established art world. This definitely happened
with Indigenous Australian art. Collectors were among the first to appreciate it, to see the relevance and give it a place in their collections. They could also promote the art in
their networks. Collectors often have access to a large network of art galleries, curators, museums and so on. It is quite often the case that through their endeavours Indigenous
Australian art found its way into many major art galleries and museums in Europe and continues to do so. Examples are manifold.
Back in Australia for instance, Colin and Elizabeth Laverty have played an influential role. Museum directors were looking at what they were doing, rather than the other
way around. Bérengère Primat, who is one of Europe’s most important private collectors of Aboriginal art, founded the Fondation Opale. Thanks to her efforts and access to an
extensive network in the museum world, people who before wouldn’t have bothered have started to very seriously look at Aboriginal art.
LT: Thank you for your time Georges Petitjean.

Thank you
Thank you to Peter and Alison Klein for generously loaning works for this exhibition.
Thank you to Valeria Waibel and Georges Petitjean for your time and assistance.
And thank you to the exhibitng artists and Paul Sweeney at Papunya Tula Artists.
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